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The largest workshop ever held has produced the most comprehensive review of Radio Frequency Dosimetry and Bioeffects available. Over
80 of the world's leading scientists and technical experts from nine NATO countries and six NATO Partner for Peace countries, and others,
review the state of the art in radio frequency radiation dosimetry, measurements and the relationship between SAR, power density and the
biological effects of the electromagnetic fields.
This volume presents the latest research results on solar prominences, including new developments on e.g. chirality, fine structure,
magnetism, diagnostic tools and relevant solar plasma physics. In 1875 solar prominences, as seen out of the solar limb, were described by
P.A. Secchi in his book Le Soleil as "gigantic pink or peach-flower coloured flames". The development of spectroscopy, coronagraphy and
polarimetry brought tremendous observational advances in the twentieth century. The authors present and discuss exciting new challenges
(resulting from observations made by space and ground-based telescopes in the 1990s and the first decade of the 21st century) concerning
the diagnostics of prominences, their formation, their life time and their eruption along with their impact in the heliosphere (including the
Earth). The book starts with a general introduction of the prominence “object” with some historical background on observations and
instrumentation. In the next chapter, the various forms of prominences are described with a thorough attempt of classification. Their
thermodynamic (and velocity) properties are then derived with emphasis on the methods (and their limits) used. This goes from the simplest
optically thin case to the heavy radiative treatment of plasmas out of local thermodynamic equilibrium. The following chapters are devoted to
the magnetic field measurements and indirect derivation. A new branch of diagnostic tools, the seismology, is presented along with some
MHD basics. This allows to better understand the propagation of waves, the energy and force equilibria. Both small-scale and large-scale
studies and their relationship are presented. The importance of the newly discovered cavities is stressed in the context of prominence
destabilization. The issues of prominence formation and eruption, their connection with flares and Coronal Mass Ejections and their impact on
the Earth are addressed on the basis of the latest results. Finally, an exciting new area of research is unveiled with the newly discovered
evidence of similar manifestations in the Universe and their possible impact on the habitability of exoplanets. References to the basic physics
(where necessary) are provided and the proposed web sites addresses will allow the reader to load exciting movies. The book is aimed at
advanced students in astrophysics, post-graduates, solar physicists and more generally astrophysicists. Amateurs will enjoy the many new
images which go with the text.
The most powerful computers work by harnessing the combined computational power of millions of processors, and exploiting the full
potential of such large-scale systems is something which becomes more difficult with each succeeding generation of parallel computers.
Alternative architectures and computer paradigms are increasingly being investigated in an attempt to address these difficulties. Added to
this, the pervasive presence of heterogeneous and parallel devices in consumer products such as mobile phones, tablets, personal
computers and servers also demands efficient programming environments and applications aimed at small-scale parallel systems as
opposed to large-scale supercomputers. This book presents a selection of papers presented at the conference: Parallel Computing
(ParCo2017), held in Bologna, Italy, on 12 to 15 September 2017. The conference included contributions about alternative approaches to
achieving High Performance Computing (HPC) to potentially surpass exa- and zetascale performances, as well as papers on the application
of quantum computers and FPGA processors. These developments are aimed at making available systems better capable of solving
intensive computational scientific/engineering problems such as climate models, security applications and classic NP-problems, some of
which cannot currently be managed by even the most powerful supercomputers available. New areas of application, such as robotics, AI and
learning systems, data science, the Internet of Things (IoT), and in-car systems and autonomous vehicles were also covered. As always,
ParCo2017 attracted a large number of notable contributions covering present and future developments in parallel computing, and the book
will be of interest to all those working in the field.
Optimization is an extremely important area in science and technology which provides powerful and useful tools and techniques for the
formulation and solution of a multitude of problems in which we wish, or need, to to find a best possible option or solution. The volume is
divided into a coupe of parts which present various aspects of fuzzy optimization, some related more general issues, and applications.
The book gives an in-depth description of the key devices of current and next generation fibre optic communication networks. In particular,
the book covers devices such as semiconductor lasers, optical amplifiers, modulators, wavelength filters, and detectors but the relevant
properties of optical fibres as well. The presentations include the physical principles underlying the various devices, the technologies used for
the realization of the different devices, typical performance characteristics and limitations, and development trends towards more advanced
components are also illustrated. Thus the scope of the book spans relevant principles, state-of-the-art implementations, the status of current
research and expected future components.
This volume reflects the theme of the INFORMS 2004 Meeting in Denver: Back to OR Roots. Emerging as a quantitative approach to problemsolving in World War II, our founders were physicists, mathematicians, and engineers who quickly found peace-time uses. It is fair to say that
Operations Research (OR) was born in the same incubator as computer science, and it has spawned many new disciplines, such as systems
engineering, health care management, and transportation science. Although people from many disciplines routinely use OR methods, many
scientific researchers, engineers, and others do not understand basic OR tools and how they can help them. Disciplines ranging from finance
to bioengineering are the beneficiaries of what we do — we take an interdisciplinary approach to problem-solving. Our strengths are modeling,
analysis, and algorithm design. We provide a quanti- tive foundation for a broad spectrum of problems, from economics to medicine, from
environmental control to sports, from e-commerce to computational - ometry. We are both producers and consumers because the
mainstream of OR is in the interfaces. As part of this effort to recognize and extend OR roots in future probl- solving, we organized a set of
tutorials designed for people who heard of the topic and want to decide whether to learn it. The 90 minutes was spent addre- ing the
questions: What is this about, in a nutshell? Why is it important? Where can I learn more? In total, we had 14 tutorials, and eight of them are
published here.
This book includes the latest research presented at the International Conference on Artificial Intelligence in Renewable Energetic Systems
held in Tipaza, Algeria on October 22–24, 2017. The development of renewable energy at low cost must necessarily involve the intelligent
optimization of energy flows and the intelligent balancing of production, consumption and energy storage. Intelligence is distributed at all
levels and allows information to be processed to optimize energy flows according to constraints. This thematic is shaping the outlines of
future economies of and offers the possibility of transforming society. Taking advantage of the growing power of the microprocessor makes
the complexity of renewable energy systems accessible, especially since the algorithms of artificial intelligence make it possible to take
relevant decisions or even reveal unsuspected trends in the management and optimization of renewable energy flows. The book enables
those working on energy systems and those dealing with models of artificial intelligence to combine their knowledge and their intellectual
potential for the benefit of the scientific community and humanity.
Designed for undergraduate and graduate students, this book covers important soil physical properties, critical physical processes involving
energy and mass transport, movement and retention of water and solutes through soil profile, soil temperature regimes and aeration, and
plant-water relations. It includes new concepts and numerical examples fo
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host of in-text features to a range of outstanding technology resources, you'll have everything you need to understand the natural forces and
principles of physics. Throughout every chapter, the authors have built in a wide range of examples, exercises, and illustrations that will help
you understand the laws of physics AND succeed in your course! Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description
or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Defects in SiO2 and Related Dielectrics: Science and TechnologySpringer Science & Business Media
Biophysical Techniques explains in a readily-accessible way the basics of the various biophysical methods available so students can
understand the principles behind the different methods used, and begin to appreciate which tools can be used to probe different biological
questions, and the pros and cons of each.
Topics in Modal Analysis I, Volume 5. Proceedings of the 30th IMAC, A Conference and Exposition on Structural Dynamics, 2012, the fifth
volume of six from the Conference, brings together 53 contributions to this important area of research and engineering. The collection
presents early findings and case studies on fundamental and applied aspects of Structural Dynamics, including papers on: Modal Parameter
Identification Damping of Materials and Members New Methods Structural Health Monitoring Processing Modal Data Operational Modal
Analysis Damping Excitation Methods Active Control Damage Detection for Civil Structures System Identification: Applications

Recent developments in air pollution modelling are explored as a series of contributions from researchers at the forefront of their
field. This book on air pollution modelling and its application is focused on local, urban, regional and intercontinental modelling;
data assimilation and air quality forecasting; model assessment and evaluation; aerosol transformation; the relationship between
air quality and human health and the effects of climate change on air quality. It consists of a series of papers that were presented
at the 30th NATO/SPS International Technical Meeting on Air Pollution Modelling and its Application held in San Francisco,
U.S.A., May 18-22, 2009. It is intended as reference material for students and professors interested in air pollution modelling at the
graduate level as well as researchers and professionals involved in developing and utilizing air pollution models.
This book focuses on the theory and application of interdependent networks. The contributors consider the influential networks
including power and energy networks, transportation networks, and social networks. The first part of the book provides the next
generation sustainability framework as well as a comprehensive introduction of smart cities with special emphasis on energy,
communication, data analytics and transportation. The second part offers solutions to performance and security challenges of
developing interdependent networks in terms of networked control systems, scalable computation platforms, and dynamic social
networks. The third part examines the role of electric vehicles in the future of sustainable interdependent networks. The fourth and
last part of this volume addresses the promises of control and management techniques for the future power grids.
This book contains tutorial and review articles as well as specific research letters that cover a wide range of topics: (1) dynamics of
atmospheric variability from both basic theory and data analysis, (2) physical and mathematical problems in climate modeling and
numerical weather prediction, (3) theories of atmospheric radiative transfer and their applications in satellite remote sensing, and
(4) mathematical and statistical methods. The book can be used by undergraduates or graduate students majoring in atmospheric
sciences, as an introduction to various research areas; and by researchers and educators, as a general review or quick reference
in their fields of interest.
This book presents current trends that are dominating technology and society, including privacy, high performance computing in
the cloud, networking and IoT, and bioinformatics. By providing chapters detailing accessible descriptions of the research frontiers
in each of these domains, the reader is provided with a unique understanding of what is currently feasible. Readers are also given
a vision of what these technologies can be expected to produce in the near future. The topics are covered comprehensively by
experts in respective areas. Each section includes an overview that puts the research topics in perspective and integrates the
sections into an overview of how technology is evolving. The book represents the proceedings of the International Symposium on
Sensor Networks, Systems and Security, August 31 – September 2, 2017, Lakeland Florida.
For the second time, the Eurotherm Committee has chosen Thermal Managment of Electronic Systems as the subject for its 45th
Seminar, held at IMEC in Leuven, Belgium, from 20 to 22 September 1995. After the successfui first edition of this seminar in
Delft, June 14-16, 1993, it was decided to repeat this event on a two year basis. This volume constitutes the edited proceedings of
the Seminar. Thermal management of electronic systems is gaining importance. Whereas a few years ago papers on this subject
where mainly devoted to applications in high end markets, such as mainframes and telecommunication switching equipment, we
see a growing importance in the "lower" end applications. This may be understood from the growing impact of electronics on every
day life, from car electronics, GSM phones, personal computers to electronic games. These applications add new requirements to
the thermal design. The thermal problem and the applicable cooling strategies are quite different from those in high end products.
In this seminar the latest developments in many of the different aspects of the thermal design of electronic systems were
discussed. Particular attention was given to thermal modelling, experimental characterisation and the impact of thermal design on
the reliability of electronic systems.
The United Nations Scientific Committee on the Effects of Atomic Radiation (UNSCEAR) assesses the levels and effects of
exposure to ionizing radiation. UNSCEAR’s scientific findings underpin radiation risk evaluation and international protection
standards. This report comprises a report to the General Assembly with two underpinning scientific annexes. The first annex
recapitulates and clarifies the philosophy of science as well as the scientific knowledge for attributing observed health effects in
individuals and populations to radiation exposure, and distinguishes between that and inferring risk to individuals and populations
from an exposure. The second annex reviews the latest thinking and approaches to quantifying the uncertainties in assessments
of risk from radiation exposure, and illustrates these approaches with application to examples that are highly pertinent to radiation
protection. The report is a landmark publication in terms of our understanding of the confidence that can be attached to the
attribution of health effects in individuals and populations, and to the estimation of risks inferred from exposure to ionizing
radiation.
This book examines the human auditory effects of exposure to beams of high-power microwave pulses, which research results
have shown can cause a cascade of health events when aimed at a human subject or the subject's head. The book details
multidisciplinary investigations using physical theories and models, physiological events and phenomena, and computer analysis
and simulation. Coverage includes brain anatomy and physiology, dosimetry of microwave power deposition, microwave auditory
effect, interaction mechanisms, and shock/pressure wave induction. The book will be welcomed by scientists, academics, health
professionals, and practicing engineers as an important contribution to the continuing study of the effects of microwave pulse
absorption on humans.
This book arises from the experience of an expert group, which met in Melbourne, Australia for a period of just under two years to
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produce a new national radio frequency standard. The expert group's expertise extended beyond the radio frequencies to other
areas of NIR, such as ELF, UV, lasers and ultra sound. Drawing on these contributors the editor is able to provide an unusually
complete coverage of the topic.
Silicon dioxide plays a central role in most contemporary electronic and photonic technologies, from fiber optics for
communications and medical applications to metal-oxide-semiconductor devices. Many of these applications directly involve point
defects, which can either be introduced during the manufacturing process or by exposure to ionizing radiation. They can also be
deliberately created to exploit new technologies. This book provides a general description of the influence that point defects have
on the global properties of the bulk material and their spectroscopic characterization through ESR and optical spectroscopy.
Global Warming: Causes, Impacts and Solutions covers all aspects of global warming including its causes, impacts, and
engineering solutions. Energy and environment policies and strategies are scientifically discussed to expose the best ways to
reduce global warming effects and protect the environment and energy sources affected by human activities. The importance of
green energy consumption on the reduction of global warming, energy saving and energy security are also discussed. This book
also focuses on energy management and conservation strategies for better utilization of energy sources and technologies in
buildings and industry as well as ways of improving energy efficiency at the end use, and introduces basic methods for designing
and sizing cost-effective systems and determining whether it is economically efficient to invest in specific energy efficiency or
renewable energy projects, and describes energy audit producers commonly used to improve the energy efficiency of residential
and commercial buildings as well as industrial facilities. These features and more provide the tools necessary to reduce global
warming and to improve energy management leading to higher energy efficiencies. In order to reduce the negative effects of
global warming due to excessive use of fossil fuel technologies, the following alternative technologies are introduced from the
engineering perspective: fuel cells, solar power generation technologies, energy recovery technologies, hydrogen energy
technologies, wind energy technologies, geothermal energy technologies, and biomass energy technologies. These technologies
are presented in detail and modeling studies including case studies can also be found in this book.
Advances in photonics and nanotechnology have the potential to revolutionize humanity's ability to communicate and compute. To
pursue these advances, it is mandatory to understand and properly model interactions of light with materials such as silicon and
gold at the nanoscale, i.e., the span of a few tens of atoms laid side by side. These interactions are governed by the fundamental
Maxwell's equations of classical electrodynamics, supplemented by quantum electrodynamics. This book presents the current
state-of-the-art in formulating and implementing computational models of these interactions. Maxwell's equations are solved using
the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) technique, pioneered by the senior editor, whose prior Artech House books in this area
are among the top ten most-cited in the history of engineering. This cutting-edge resource helps readers understand the latest
developments in computational modeling of nanoscale optical microscopy and microchip lithography, as well as nanoscale
plasmonics and biophotonics.
This book presents state of the art applications of artificial intelligence in energy and renewable energy systems design and
modelling. It covers such topics as solar energy, wind energy, biomass and hydrogen as well as building services systems, power
generation systems, combustion processes and refrigeration. In all these areas applications of artificial intelligence methods such
as artificial neural networks, genetic algorithms, fuzzy logic and a combination of the above, called hybrid systems, are included.
The book is intended for a wide audience ranging from the undergraduate level up to the research academic and industrial
communities dealing with modelling and performance prediction of energy and renewable energy systems.
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This book is an eye-opening treatise on the fundamentals of the effects of radiation on metals and alloys. When energetic particles strike a
solid, numerous processes occur that can change the physical and mechanical properties of the material. Metals and alloys represent an
important class of materials that are subject to intense radiation fields. Radiation causes metals and alloys to swell, distort, blister, harden,
soften and deform. This textbook and reference covers the basics of particle-atom interaction for a range of particle types, the amount and
spatial extent of the resulting radiation damage, the physical effects of irradiation and the changes in mechanical behavior of irradiated metals
and alloys.
Reflecting the increased importance of the collaborations between radiation oncology and informatics professionals, Informatics in Radiation
Oncology discusses the benefits of applying informatics principles to the processes within radiotherapy. It explores how treatment and
imaging information is represented, stored, and retrieved as well as how this information relates to other patient data. The book deepens your
knowledge of current and emerging information technology and informatics principles applied to radiation oncology so that all the data
gathered—from laboratory results to medical images—can be fully exploited to make treatments more effective and processes more efficient.
After introducing the basics of informatics and its connection to radiation oncology, the book examines the process of healthcare delivery in
radiation oncology, the challenges of managing images in radiotherapy, and the burgeoning field of radiogenomics. It then presents teaching,
clinical trials, and research tools and describes open access clinical imaging archives in radiotherapy, techniques for maximizing information
from multimodality imaging, and the roles of images in treatment planning. It also looks at how informatics can improve treatment planning,
the safety and efficiency of delivery systems, image-guided patient positioning, and patient assessment. The book concludes with discussions
on how outcomes modeling evaluates the effectiveness of treatments, how quality control informatics improves the reliability of processes,
and how to perform quality assurance on the informatics tools. With contributions from a host of top international experts in radiation
oncology, medical physics, and informatics, this book leads the way in moving the field forward. It encourages you to find new ways of
applying informatics to radiation oncology and help your patients in their fight against cancer.
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